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Virus V 
One of the most striking aspects of the virus is its apparent indifference to prior economics conditions, 
stabilization policy, sentiment, technical levels, etc.  If we get a one sigma adverse outcome around the 
pandemic, then all else is dominated.  Moreover, we don’t really know what the central case is or what a 
one sigma miss might even be.  There is still plenty of Knightian Uncertainty in place, maybe a bit less 
around the virus directly, but more elsewhere. 

Consider last week. The VIX went out the previous Friday at 58%. The Fed did an inter-meeting rate cut 
to zero; brought back QE; upsized QE; and restored a couple alphabet soup programs, while adding a 
new twist to one of them to help munis.  Congressional “leaders” mooted a $2 trillion fiscal expansion.  
And the ECB also acted.  Still, the S&P500 went down 15% because the virus news was bad and people 
connected the dots to the economy. Of course, some dots began to pop up in the economy too. 

It is obviously tempting to infer from the points above that the situation is now in the price.  My own 
measure of the equity premium has risen to 6 2/3%, which is two standard deviations above its average 
since 1994.  If your horizon is long and/or if you are willing to exercise your trader’s option (heads I win, 
tails new job), then it may be tempting to go long equities against bonds here.  But I doubt many people 
reading this have that perspective, and the following considerations, relating only to the United States, 
seem daunting.  (Trouble overseas would be reinforcing.) 

• There is still a lot of uncertainty around even the health costs in the United States of the virus itself.  
The optimistic case is that the US will have two to four times as many deaths as in a bad flu season.  
The pessimistic case case is deaths in the low millions, this year.  And the epidemiologists are still 
scrambling to find the mode. The uncertainty reflects a lack of knowledge around the pathogen as well 
as uncertainty around how aggressively policy makers will force extreme social distancing.  A week 
ago, for example, the British government was still trying to defend the herd-immunity “take it on the 
chin” strategy.  So far, the policy makers here seem to be tracking a steady week or three behind what 
is required, with the requirement becoming steadily more onerous. New York has moved somewhat 
less belatedly than the rest of the country, but there is still a large lag in the US overall. The federal 
government’s response has been indifferent and incompetent.  

• The street economists now connecting the dots to what this means for GDP have come up with some 
very negative numbers, particularly for the second quarter.  I have not actually gone through the 
mechanics of developing an opinion on if we should be guessing down 24% (ar), or 14%, or 34%.  This 
reminds me of the period post-Lehman, when credit stopped, and all we really knew was that Q408 
would be horrible.  But I would weigh in on a couple points of context, which I hope will strike you as 
obvious.  First, this time, labor has stopped, in a big part of the economy.  So it is easily plausible that 
Q2 GDP might fall more than the 6 2/3% before annualization required to get that 24% annualized rate 
of decline.  Moreover, the H2 snapback thesis is based on facts not yet in evidence, because we don’t 
really know how long the production lock-down will have to continue.   One perspective  I am inclined 1

to place some weight on has new infections peaking in June, which would mean that the Q3 GDP 
figure could also be bad.  Recall that the Q3 GDP growth rate is centered on July 1.  The point of 
mentioning this is not to dial up the prominence of GDP calculation quirks, but actually the opposite.  
The people who are writing down even a small positive number are assuming good things by June.  

 In interpreting this comment from an epidemiologist, please keep in mind that he is signing on to the middle scenario, which is 1

pretty dark, rather than to the tone of the NYT piece, which actually reads somewhat complacent.
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• Moreover, we have not yet seen any of the knock-ons from the economy weakness to corporate 
results, including profits and defaults. Just look at Figure 1 of page 3 of Yardeni’s regular forward 
earnings monitoring, which is current to Friday.  One year forward operating earnings remain on their 
highs.  My point here is not to slag the analysts, whose job is not epidemiology. And for valuation 
purposes, my own trend earnings proxy assigns no weight to those guesses. Rather, the point here is 
just to give a stark example of the fact that it takes time for us to internalize the knock-ons, which is 
troubling because the virus was considered a side show just a month ago.  It may also be worth 
keeping in mind that the consensus among credit analysts (including those at the Fed) has been that 
rapid debt growth in the corporate sector would not likely be a trigger of an economic downturn, but 
would probably be an accelerant of that downturn were it to be triggered by something else.  That 
trigger has arrived and will play out through credit in stages.  Moreover, there is little the Fed can do to 
mitigate the actual defaults, beyond trying — initially unsuccessfully — to stabilize the economy.  At 
some risk of belaboring the cliche, their job is liquidity, not solvency, and they are limited in even the 
former.  This is relevant to equities directly, but it also links back to the H2 snap-back thesis.  2

• From a stimulus perspective, the Fed is basically knocked out here, as I have discussed it in great 
detail in other notes and reports.  This too is arguably not yet fully internalized, as you still see 
journalists and professional Fed watchers speaking as though the Fed has actually done something 
powerful on the stimulus front.  Fiscal policy is ramping up, quickly by its own standards, but also 
belatedly relative to developments.  The initial purpose of what is on offer here will be to encourage / 
facilitate extreme social distancing and to limit the human misery while that distancing is ongoing.  Its 
purpose is not stimulus per se, as the path from here to recovery has to go through a protracted period 
of lower output, as labor supply contracts dramatically and unavoidably.  The fiscal expansion will 
support recovery sometime after the new infection cases have peaked. In the meantime, income will be 
falling along with spending, in fact probably more so, which means the higher deficit will be largely 
endogenous and not a source of pent-up demand for H2.  If I have the right take on fiscal policy, then 
the right take is also poorly understood. I expect to have something more detailed on that in the new 
week.  In the meantime, I am inclined to take focus on “stimulus” contrarily. 

• There is also the psychological aspect of this.  Epidemiologists and public health officials are pretty 
adamant about the risk of US hospitals having at some point to triage those to be saved from those not.  
None of this is yet on the TV and could be jarring to the American public, much of which remains in 
denial.  Not the market, obviously, but the public.  

• Finally, there is the thing we are not yet thinking of, Michael Lewis’s fifth risk.  It could relate to society, 
politics, law, international relations or whatever.  There is probably some sort of a backlash coming but 
it is hard to guess what against. 
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 In fairness to the street economists putting together those numbers, they are burdened — as I am not — by the need to write down 2

a number, which is basically their modal guess. To their credit, many have been clear that the situation is unclear.  They are further 
burdened by the need to check for consistency in the bean count, write up a formal forecast, etc.  Such things take time and chew 
up mental capacity.  
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